
THE HOOD, FRONT FENDERS 
AND REAR QUARTERS ARE 
ALL DESIGNED BY SALEEN 
AND ADD TO ITS SLEEK OFF-
ROAD STYLING  
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The company’s founder and CEO Steve Saleen, is well known in the automotive 
industry for road-racing and building performance cars that work on the track 
and street, but not so much on the dirt. Despite that, he’s been building vehicles 
for 34 years and understands the importance of building something unique, like 
an off-road truck, and meeting the expectations of real off-road enthusiasts. “Our 
company is built around road racing and our cars are built to perform,” says Derek 
Hall, Director of Operations at Saleen Automotive. “We wanted to build an off-
road truck that you can take out to the desert, abuse it, and still drive it daily. This is 
definitely not a concrete queen.”  

The Saleen Sportruck XR definitely has the right style to it, but aside from its 
appearance, there’s a lot of serious off-road DNA that enthusiasts will admire. “We 
partnered with off-road racer Greg Foutz who drove a Class 8 Ford Raptor during 
the 2017 SCORE Baja 1000,” said Hall. “He showed us what we needed to build in 
order to make it economical for the real enthusiast to purchase, but with the quality 
people expect from Saleen.” 
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The 2019 Sportruck XR started life as an F-150 XLT Supercrew but was transformed 
by the engineers at Saleen with a variety of hardcore components, including a 
high-quality suspension system, complete with custom tuned Fox 2.5 coil over 
shocks in front and custom tuned Fox 2.5 Smooth Series shocks at the rear. The 
front suspension uses Saleen designed upper control arms and boxed lower arms 
that include heavy duty ball-joints for added strength. They even designed their 
own spindle and despite the limiting straps to keep things in place under extreme 
conditions, the front has 12-inches of travel. 
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THE FRONT SUSPENSION 
SYSTEM FEATURES SALEEN’S 
CONTROL ARMS MATCHED 
WITH A NEW STEERING 
KNUCKLE AND CUSTOM 
TUNED FOX 2.5 COILOVER 
SHOCKS 
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SALEEN USES A HEAVY-
DUTY, FULL-FLOATING 
REAR AXLE WITH 
CUSTOM TUNED FOX 
2.5 SHOCKS AND REAR 
BUMP STOP

At the rear Saleen uses its own design of leaf springs, and added Fox bump stop 
with frame gussets to create 14-inches of travel. This is all connected to a full-
floating rear axle and heavy-duty housing that is only available in the Saleen “Black 
Label” version of the truck, which adds the highest performance level and output 
available on the truck. White and Yellow Label models are also available with fewer 
options. 

Stopping power comes from 13.6-inch slotted front rotors with Alcon six-piston 
calipers for the front, and 14-inch rotors with six-piston calipers for the rear. The 
drivetrain and suspension combination is connected to Saleen’s Carbonite six-
spoke alloy wheels with simulated beadlocks, measuring 17x8.5 inches and 
mounted to a set of General Tire Grabber X3 tires measuring 33x12.5x17-inches in 
diameter. 

Although the truck can be ordered with any of the F-150’s engine combinations, 
including a 415 hp 5.0L V8, a 390 hp 3.5L Ecoboost V6 or a 340 hp 2.7L Ecoboost 
V6, the most power available in its “Black Label” form is with a supercharged 
5.0L V8 that makes 700 horsepower and 600 lbs.ft torque. All of the engine 
combinations come with Saleen’s Powerflash performance calibration, the 
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company’s performance air filter and a performance-tuned three-inch diameter 
exhaust system with polished tips. “Steve Saleen always likes to build things that 
aren’t shelf-ready,” says Hall. “The Sportruck XR had to be capable and usable. 
Equipped with the Black Label. 5.0l V8 supercharged 700 horsepower engine, I 
towed my 27-foot toy hauler without any problems.”

Visually, the Sportruck XR is subtle, but has all the right makings of an off-road 
truck worthy of Baja and other terrain. It starts with the company’s Power Hood 
that features heat extraction vents but still maintains the truck’s smooth body lines. 
The front fenders and rear quarter panels feature wider flares for the larger tires 
and Saleen badging. The company added a raised letter tailgate panel and their 
unique front grille adds to the truck’s sleek appearance. 

MAKING 700 HORSEPOWER, 
THE 5.0L SUPERCHARGED 
ENGINE HAS PLENTY OF 
POWER TO SHOW WHO'S 
BOSS ON AND OFF-ROAD
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SALEEN CARBONITE SIX-
SPOKE ALLOY WHEELS 
AND GENERAL TIRE 
GRABBER X3 TIRES GIVE 
THE TRUCK PLENTY OF 
TRACTION ON AND OFF THE 
PAVEMENT
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THE BLACK LABEL MODEL FEATURES 
TWO-TONE LEATHER SEATING, WHILE 
CUSTOM FLOOR MATS ENHANCE THE 
FACTORY INTERIOR ON ALL MODELS
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THE SPORTRUCK XR IS SLEEK WITH 
ITS SALEEN GRILLE AND FRONT 
TUBE BUMPER WITH LED LIGHTING
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https://youtu.be/DjHOg7U9hiQ


The front and rear tube bumpers are wider to match the flares and integrate Rigid 
LED lighting, while a large skid plate is added to the front with the Saleen logo cut 
out. Foutz worked with Saleen designers to create the truck’s rock sliders and they 
also feature integrated lighting for a unique appearance. 

Inside the factory upholstery features embroidered headrests and custom 
floormats. Black Label models feature two-tone leather upholstery. The factory 
gauges are replaced by Saleen white-face units and a dash plaque is included with 
the truck’s serial number and Steve Saleen’s signature. 

Although the Sportruck XR is based on the Ford XLT Sport model, Hall says 
that they can build the vehicle from any Ford model including Lariat and others, 
especially if the owner wants the interior accessories and features that are included 
with those models. The company says the truck is more capable than a Ford 
Raptor, and off-road enthusiasts wanting this truck will have to  pay around $93K 
for the normally aspirated 5.0l version. Add the supercharged engine and the price 
increases to around $103K, according to Hall. 

While this may seem expensive, the fact is that the Sportruck XR has all the 
components that make up a real Baja style truck but with a full factory warranty. 
Saleen vehicle owners know that the company is always there for them with 
available parts, information, and upgrades that become available at a later date. 
They also know that many of these vehicles grow in value over time, making them 
more unique than some “tuner” vehicles on the market. Perhaps with this kind of 
experience, craftsmanship, and attention to detail on the Sportruck XR, off-road 
enthusiasts will appreciate and gravitate to the vehicle, which will be sure to cause 
some shock and awe once they see it on the road and especially on the dirt SJ.
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